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ABSTRACT
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The coordinated regulation of gene expression must be tightly controlled for normal
development to occur. In mammals, this issue is further complicated by the requirement of both
the maternal and paternal genomes for normal development, reflecting the fact that a subset of
genes are monoallelically expressed depending on parental inheritance, a phenomenon known as
genomic imprinting. 

The imprinted H19 and Igf2 genes are often considered as paradigms of genomic imprinting,
since their monoallelic expression patterns are coordinated via a short stretch of sequence
upstream of H19, known as the imprinting control region (ICR). This region is differentially
methylated, with specific CpG methylation on the paternal allele. It is shown here that the ICR
harbours several maternal-specific hypersensitive sites, located in linker regions between
positioned nucleosomes. Furthermore, this region functions as an orientation-dependent
insulator, that binds the chromatin insulator factor CTCF. The hypothesis that the methylation
status of the ICR dictates the activity of the Igf2 gene 90 kb further upstream was confirmed by
the demonstration that the insulator function is lost when the ICR is CpG methylated. 

The ICR has previously been shown to act as a silencer when positioned in a promotor-
proximal position. The cause of this silencing was shown to be distance-dependent, suggesting
that the silencing features of the ICR depend on a chromatin conformation that renders adjacent
sequences inaccessible to the RNA polymerase. These data issue a cautionary note with respect
to the interpretation of silencer functions.

In several forms of cancer, the normally silent maternal IGF2 gene is expressed, possibly as
a result of loss of insulator function at the ICR. The utilisation of CTCF target-sites was
analysed in different tumours, and was shown to be highly variable. Methylation analysis
showed that potential loss of insulator function and gain of methylation at the maternal ICR did
not always correlate with biallelic expression of IGF2. Further investigations uncovered a novel
mechanism, in which the activation of the IGF2 promoter was independent of insulator function
in some cancers.

This thesis shows that the regulation of the imprinted state of Igf2 depends on the formation
of an epigenetically regulated chromatin insulator, and that the loss of IGF2 imprinting in
human cancer can be attributed to several mechanisms, including a novel mechanism that
neutralises chromatin insulator function.
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Sweden.
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ABBREVIATIONS

BORIS Brother of the regulator of imprinted sites

CAT Chloramphenicol acetyl transferase

ChIP Chromatin immunopurification

CTCF CCCTC binding factor

DMD Differentially methylated domain

Dnmt/DNMT DNA methyltransferase

DMR Differentially methylated region

HAT Histone acetyl transferase

HDAC Histone deacetylase

ICR Imprinting control region

Igf2/IGF2 Insulin-like growth factor 2

LOH Loss of heterozygosity

LOI Loss of imprinting

MBD Methyl binding domain

NHSS Nuclease hypersensitive site

PDGF Platelet-derived growth factor

TSA Trichostatin A

UPD Uniparental disomy
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INTRODUCTION

he development of a multicellular organism is initiated with a single

fertilised egg, which differentiates into many different cell types. Since all

these cells harbour the same genetic material, their DNA, the establishment of

these cell-types depends solely on the different levels of activity of genes during

the different stages of development. The regulation of expression of these genes

depends on several factors. Some of these factors might be environmental, such

as pH and oxygen levels, whereas others are regulatory factors affecting the

DNA or the gene product directly. The regulation of gene expression can take

place at different stages, from transcription to post-translational mechanisms and

beyond. Rapid degradation of RNA or inactivation of the gene products for

example, regulates the expression levels of some genes, whereas others are, more

commonly, regulated at the stage of transcription.

Transcriptional regulation of genes can be achieved in a number of different

ways. Genes can be silenced or activated depending on the chromatin

environment. They can have regulatory DNA sequences in their vicinity,

attracting activating or repressing factors, and the function of important

regulatory elements can be further altered due to epigenetic changes, such as

DNA methylation and histone modifications. The proper regulation of gene

activation and gene silencing is of utmost importance, since the disruption of

these regulatory mechanisms can have severe consequences for the organism,

leading to developmental disturbances and diseases such as cancer.

The main theme of this thesis will be the analysis of different aspect of gene

regulation and the involvement of epigenetic modifications in the expression

patterns of genes during normal development and neoplasia. The focus will be on

the regulation of gene expression via alterations of chromatin structure and the

effects of DNA methylation and histone modifications. More specifically, it will

show that the regulation of the imprinted H19/Igf2 locus in mouse and human

depends on several cis-acting elements, and that the activity of some of these

elements are epigenetically regulated. Moreover, it will show that the

monoallelic expression patterns of these two genes depends on the formation of a

chromatin insulator, and that the loss of this insulator function might be one of

the key features during neoplasia.

T
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CHROMATIN STRUCTURE AND GENE EXPRESSION
The long stretches of genomic DNA that are present in all eukaryotic cells need

to be tightly packed in order to fit into the cell nucleus. The DNA is usually

coiled around a histone octamer, called the nucleosome. This consists of four,

evolutionary well conserved histone variants, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, all present

in doublets in each nucleosome [96]. The histones are basic proteins with one

globular domain and a positively charged N-terminal histone tail, which are

susceptible to post-translational modifications. These covalent modifications,

particularly of lysine residues, will be discussed in more detail in a later

paragraph. The nucleosome occupies about 146 bp of DNA and has

approximately 50 bp of free linker DNA on each side. The nucleosomal DNA is

then arranged, by the support of histone H1, into a higher order structure to

further compress the length of the DNA (Figure 1).

It has become more and more evident over the recent years that the

organisation of the chromatin structure does not only serve to condense the DNA,

but also has several effects on the expression of genes and represents a basic

obstacle to the transcription process and the replication machinery. On a local

level, the position of the nucleosomes can either hinder or provide access for

Figure 1. The nucleosomal organisation of DNA.
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regulatory factors, such as activator and repressor proteins, transcription factors

or polymerases [187]. On a more global level, the higher order chromatin

structure can repress long stretches of DNA. The further organisation of the

chromatin into compartments of the nucleus is also likely to have an effect on

gene expression [34].

Most remodelling of chromatin structure is associated with specific, ATP-

dependent, chromatin remodelling factors, such as the SWI/SNF complex [173]

and is often accompanied by a change of histone modifications. Specific

chromatin structures, such as boundaries and insulators, are involved in arranging

genes in expression domains, regulating the accessibility of cis-acting elements,

such as enhancers and silencers. The complex regulation of these structures will

be analysed in the following paragraphs.

ENHANCERS AND SILENCERS

The basal transcription machinery assembles on core promoters, but in the

absence of activating cis-elements, it initiates only a very low level of

transcription. Physiological levels of gene expression require the activation of

regulatory transcription factors, which interact with either upstream promoter

elements, or enhancers, or both. Enhancers are distally located cis-acting

elements that stimulate the activity of promoters, by attracting factors that

facilitate the localisation or binding of the transcription complex at the promoter.

These factors can also change the chromatin conformation at the promoter region

and gene body. Enhancers can be located upstream or downstream of the target

gene and in some cases even within the gene, usually in an intronic region [50].

Enhancers are generally thought to stimulate the activity of any promoter that is

appropriately located, but some enhancers have been shown to be promoter-

specific, such as the intronic PDGF-B enhancer [119].

The fact that enhancers can function at significant distances from their

promoters raises the question of how the two types of elements can physically

interact. The long-range activation by enhancers is generally explained by two

models, each supported partly by experimental data. The looping model states

that activating factors bind to the enhancer, followed by a looping of the DNA so

that the activating factors can reach the promoter region of the gene and interact

with the transcriptional machinery [148][164](Figure 2A). In the other model,

known as the tracking model, factors localise at the enhancer and utilise it as a

starting point. These factors then track along the DNA until finding a promoter
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region [172][65](Figure 2A). Although these two models are the most

widespread, two new models for enhancer activation have emerged. The

"facilitated tracking model" tries to accommodate the first two models,

suggesting that the enhancer-bound factors loops out (or tracks) several times

until it reaches the promoter [22] (Figure 2A). The "linking model" suggests the

involvement of enhancer facilitating factors covering the chromatin fibre and

thereby establishing communication with the promoter [26] (Figure 2A). Neither

of these models can fully explain how enhancers activate a gene in vivo, but a

recent study strongly indicated tracking along the DNA [62]. In this study

chromatin immunopurification was used to show that factors associated at an

enhancer tracked along the DNA to the promoter in vivo. Most likely several

enhancer mechanisms co-exist, to both independently and in combination

activate genes.

Enhancers are highly involved in the tissue specific expression of genes and

one example is the immunoglobulin enhancers, which are only active in B-

lymphocytes and enable immunoglobulin expression [6]. Enhancer function is

based on mainly two properties: the availability of activating factors in pivotal

combinations in the specific tissue and the chromatin restriction for enhancer-

associated factors to interact with the enhancer and the target promoter.

Another type of cis-elements involved in controlling the transcriptional

activity of genes are silencers. These silencer elements are less well characterised

than enhancers, but are believed to share several features with enhancers, such as

targeting at specific promoters and being able to function in an orientation

independent manner, as exemplified by the lysozome silencer [7]. In many

instances silencers are thought of as elements that attract factors involved in

repression of gene expression. This repression might be achieved by the initiation

of chromatin remodelling to create a repressive type of chromatin that spreads

and subsequently silences gene expression. Examples of this are the E and I

silencer elements involved in silencing of the mating-type genes at HMR and

HML in yeast. These elements attract several DNA binding proteins, including

the Sir proteins, which spread along the DNA, creating a local repressive

chromatin conformation by deacetylation of histones (as reviewed in [42]).

The accessibility of enhancers and silencers to the promoter region of a

gene depends in many cases on the chromatin conformation in the region and

will be further discussed in the next paragraph.
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BOUNDARIES AND INSULATORS

Boundaries are borders on the chromosome defining regions of active chromatin

and regions of inactive chromatin. The chromatin structure has different

properties on the chromosomes dependent on the position on the chromosome.

Telomeric and centromeric regions are associated with heterochromatin, highly

condensed chromatin consisting mostly of non-expressed DNA. In-between these

regions are zones of high transcriptional activity, showing high sensitivity to

nucleases and high levels of histone acetylation.

It is still unclear how these chromatin boundaries are established, but

several experiments show that specific DNaseI hypersensitive (HS) regions, such

as the scs and scs´ (specialised chromatin structures) elements located at the

Drosophila hsp70 gene [14], have the ability to set up chromatin boundaries.

These elements were first shown to reduce positional integration effects of

transgenes [87], protecting a reporter gene flanked with boundary elements from

chromatin inactivation. Further experiments showed another feature common for

many of these boundary elements, namely the ability to block enhancer-promoter

interaction. When positioned between a reporter gene and an enhancer, the

scs/scs´, and the Drosophila gypsy element can hinder the enhancer from

activating the promoter directly [88][67][72][57]. This insulator effect is

obtained without affecting the functionality of the enhancer directly, since the

enhancer can activate an uninsulated promoter [98]. These insulator elements

have also been found in vertebrates, with the best-studied example being the β-

globin locus in chicken, where both the 5' and the 3' boundary of this locus can

function as insulators  [33][154]. The 5' HS4 boundary, has been shown to

protect from positioning effects in Drosophila and to have enhancer blocking

properties in human cell-lines [180]. In order to establish proper enhancer

blocking activity function, insulators have been shown to bind specific proteins

that are likely to establish the insulator function. The gypsy insulator binds the

Su(Hw) (Suppresser of Hairy Wing), which in turn interacts with the mod(mgd4)

gene product [56], whereas the β-globin insulator, 5' HS4, binds the zinc-finger

protein CTCF [59]. CTCF is also involved in the regulation of several other

insulators and in the regulation imprinted genes and will be discussed further in a

separate paragraph [16][15][84].
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The most likely role of insulators in the regulation of gene expression is to

partition genes or gene clusters into distinct expression domains, preventing the

interference of regulatory elements assigned to closely positioned genes or gene

clusters. The mechanism behind the function of insulators is still largely

unknown. Insulators such as the gypsy can maintain proper enhancer blocking

activity even when the enhancer is located several kilobases away from a reporter

gene promoter. There are several proposed models for how this can be achieved.

Insulator associated factors might bind to another insulator complex, creating a

closed loop domain, or assist in localising the DNA domain to a specific nuclear

compartment that is unfavourable for enhancer activation [14][86]. The blocking

properties could also be explained if the insulator functions as a physical barrier

blocking the enhancer-promoter communication [136] (Figure 2B). This model

also has implications on the replication of the DNA, where an insulator might act

as a barrier for the replication machinery.

Figure 2. Different models of enhancer action  (A) and models of enhancer blocking by
insulators (B).
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This section has dealt mainly with the involvement of chromatin structure

in gene regulation but several other cis-elements and transcription factors are

involved in the transcription of eukaryotic genes (for a review see [95]). The

different mechanisms of regulation need to be established during development

and in many cases fixed, ensuring that the expression patterns remain stable

through cell divisions. The mechanisms involved in this will be discussed in the

next section.

EPIGENETIC CONTROL OF GENE EXPRESSION
Since all cells in a multicellular organism harbour the same DNA, the different

levels of gene expression in different tissues must ultimately depend on

mechanisms that affect the packaging of the genetic material without altering the

DNA sequence. These epigenetic modifications can both enhance and repress

transcription, and most often involve changes that have an impact on chromatin

structure. Epigenetic changes can also affect regulation on a very local level,

where the epigenetic modification dictates whether or not a regulatory factor will

be able to bind its DNA recognition sequence. In order for these epigenetic

modifications to be functional on a long term basis, they need both to remain

stable to constitute a cell-memory through cell divisions, and to be erased when

needed, e.g. during gametogenesis. Several different epigenetic modifications

have been described and two of them will be discussed in more detail in the

following paragraphs, namely histone modifications and DNA methylation.

HISTONE ACETYLATION AND METHYLATION

The histone tails can be modified via post-translational changes, and the lysine

and arginine residues of the histone tails are subjected to a diverse set of

modifications, such as acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation and

ubiquitination [18]. These modifications alter the interaction between the

histones and the DNA backbone and/or associated proteins in different ways,

thereby affecting the chromatin organisation in the region. Since these changes of

chromatin structure might set up expression domains in the genome, it has been

proposed that these modifications constitute a "histone code". This hypothesis

suggests that different chromatin associated factors are attracted to different

regions of the genome depending on the specific combinations of the

"modification sequence" of the histone tails, and that this "code" is heritable
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during cell divisions [162][176][74]. Two of these modifications, histone

acetylation and histone methylation, have been of specific interest during the last

years, since these modifications have been shown to have major effects on gene

expression.

Histone hyperacetylation is strongly associated with actively expressed

genes. The acetylation of lysine residues on histones H3 and H4 creates a more

open chromatin structure, since the acetylation of the histone neutralises the

overall charge of the histones, thereby decreasing the affinity for the negatively

charged DNA. Since this change is accompanied by a higher sensitivity to

nucleases [63][99], it implicates that the DNA is more accessible to activating

factors and the transcription machinery. Conversely, histone hypoacetylation is a

common feature of repressed genes [163].

Two types of factors, the HATs (Histone acetyl transferases) and the

HDACs (Histone deacetylases) maintain the acetylation status of histones

[174][97]. In fact, many activating and repressing factors are known to recruit

factors having histone acetylation/deacetylation activities, such as the

incorporation of factors having HAT activity in the transcription complex [120]

and the recruitment of HDACs by the repressors MAD/MAX and Sin3A [101].

Experimental alterations of histone acetylation by Tricostatin A (TSA), an

inhibitor of HDACs, have been shown to affect the expression of many genes,

such as the paternal H19 allele [112], further supporting histone acetylation as an

important epigenetic player in the regulation of genes.

Histone methylation has rendered a great amount of interest during the last

few years. The discovery of the first histone methyltransferases (HMTs), the

Suv39h enzymes [30][143], paved the way for a new understanding of the

regulation of gene expression via histone modifications. The methylation of

lysine residues are attributed several mechanistic features, both repressive and

activating, such as the interaction of HMTs with HP1 in the formation of

heterochromatic regions [100] and the ability to inhibit binding of the NuRD

repressor complex [197]. These contradictory effects of histone methylation have

been shown to depend on the specificity of different HMTs to methylate specific

lysin residues [130]. Histone methylation has been shown to be important for

normal mammalian development [137] and might also be involved in the

maintaining of DNA methylation patterns at imprinted loci [193]. Although the

interactions between HMTs and DNA methyltransferases (Dnmts) in mammals
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remains to be determined, the importance of HTMs for the establishment of DNA

methylation has been shown in both fungi and plants [167][73][55].

The maintenance of acetylation and methylation status of the histones

during replication are not fully understood, but might be linked to the distribution

of nucleosomes between mother and daughter strand during replication. Factors,

in association with HMTs, HATs or HDACs, might read the "modification"

status of old histones and modify newly deposited nucleosomes in their vicinity,

thereby re-establish the previous modification patterns [158]. The link between

histone modification and DNA replication can be exemplified by the interaction

between the DNA methyltransferase Dmnt1 and HDACs at the replication foci in

the late S-phase, thereby maintaining a hypoacetylated state of the late

replicating DNA [153]. Since the sites of acetylation and methylation of histone

tails overlap, it has been proposed that during replication, the deacetylation of

newly deposited histones (generally acetylated) will promote histone methylation

resulting in a repressive environment via HP1, whereas the maintainance of

hyperacetylation would prevent this repression and allow an open chromatin

[147].

DNA METHYLATION

In higher eukaryotes, 60–90% of all CpG dinucleotides are methylated at the

carbon 5 position of the cytosine residue. CpG dinucleotides are

underrepresented in the mammalian genome due to the conversion of methylated

cytosines to thymidine via spontaneous deamination, followed by stabilisation in

the genome during replication in the germline. The remaining, non-methylated

CpGs are frequently found in the vicinity of active promoters and many

constitute CpG islands, which are protected from de novo methylation in the

germline [4][25]. These CpG islands are generally found 5´ of most

housekeeping genes and less frequently at tissue-specific genes [21]. These

regions are generally hypoacetylated creating a more open chromatin structure

that supposedly promotes gene expression [169]. The effects of abnormal

methylation of CpG islands often has severe consequences and might result in

silencing of gene expression and development of diseases, such as cancer

[77][12].

The methylation of DNA is established and maintained by DNA

methyltransferases (Figure 3). Today five Dnmts are known: Dnmt1, Dnmt2 and

the Dnmt3 family a,b and L. Out of these, Dnmt1, Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b have
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been shown to have functional methyltransferase activity. Dnmt1 was the first

metyltransferase to be discovered [20] and deletion of this gene was shown to

cause demethylation of the genome and embryonic lethality in mouse [107][111].

Even though Dnmt1 has the ability to methylate DNA de novo, it is generally

thought of as a maintenance methyltransferase. It has been shown to be part of

the replication machinery, responsible for restoring the methylation pattern on

the newly synthesised hemimethylated DNA after replication [184]. Dnmt1 has

also been shown to be associated with HDACs, providing a direct link between

DNA methylation and repressive chromatin [53][149][153].

Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b constitute the class of de novo methyltransferases.

Dnmt3a was shown the have de novo methylation activity when its expression

was induced in Drosophila assays [117] and the deletion of both Dnmt3a and

Dnmt3b, separately or in combination, was shown to affect the methylation of ES

cells and early mouse embryos [133]. These methyltransferases are therefore

considered to be involved in establishing the methylation patterns of the genome

during post-implantation development (see below). Both Dnmt3 enzymes have,

like Dnmt1, been shown to repress transcription via the association with HDACs

[5][54]. These enzymes might also be responsible for the aberrant methylation

Figure 3. DNA methylation
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patterns during tumourogenesis, since overexpression of these genes, especially

DNMT3B, can be seen in several cancer forms [192][150].

Dnmt2 and Dnmt3L have so far not been shown to have any

methyltransferase activity. Dnmt2 is expressed at low levels and the function of

the protein is still largely unknown, since the inactivation of the gene does not

affect the methylation status of the genome and show no phenotypic disturbances

[43][134]. Dnmt2 has, however, been shown to bind strongly to DNA and its

biological significance has yet to be determined [43].

Dnmt3L share several features with the rest of the Dmnt3 family, and

despite its inability to methylate DNA, it has been shown to be important in the

establishment of maternal methylation imprints. This was shown when the

deletion of the Dnmt3L gene only affected maternal specific methylation marks

without affecting the global methylation levels [24]. Dnmt3L emerges therefore

as a regulator of maternal specific methylation patterns. Although the

mechanisms behind this process remains unknown, it has been shown that

Dnmt3L co-localises with both Dmnt3a and Dnmt3b [61] and binds directly to

HDAC1 [1].

DNA methylation is thought to have evolved as a host defence system,

where the methylation of foreign DNA (i.e. virus DNA and transposons)

[19][194] would repress the expression of the DNA and thereby inhibit further

spreading. In support of this, methylation of DNA is most generally associated

with silencing of genes, as the methylation of a promoter region frequently

results in loss of gene expression. This has been shown to be the case for a

variety of genes [46], but there is also evidence that genes with methylated

regions still remain active [179]. A direct result of methylation at promoter

regions is that transcription factors, such as Ap2 and NFκB, will not bind if their

recognition sequence is methylated [66][13], with a decrease or loss of

transcription as result. A more common feature in methylation-dependent

regulation of gene expression is probably the attraction of factors that are only

sequence-specific to methylated CpGs. These factors might compete with other

DNA binding factors and cover their binding sites, or attract other regulating

factors.

The factors with a preferential binding to methylated CpGs all share a

conserved methyl CpG-binding domain (MBD). So far, five MBD-containing

factors have been described, MeCP2, MBD1, MBD2, MBD3 and MBD4,
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although recent reports suggests the existence of several new MBD proteins in

mouse and human [75][151].

MeCP2 was the first MBD protein to be described [110]. It carries, apart

from the MBD domain, a transcriptional represssion domain (TRD) involved in

the repression of gene activity [81][196]. MeCP2 has a high affinity to

methylated CpGs and is tightly associated with methylation-dependent

repression. MeCP2 has been shown to function in a complex with the co-

repressor Sin3A, thereby attracting HDACs to the methylated DNA, which

condenses the chromatin structure and represses the region [79][126]. Treatment

with TSA, which does not affect the methylation status or the MeCP2-DNA

interaction, has in some instances been shown to abolish the MeCP2 mediated

repression, indicating further that methylation-induced silencing in several cases

is indirect [126][78]. There are cases, however, in which TSA has little or no

effect and demethylation agents, such as Azacytidine (5´-aza-2´deoxycytidine),

are necessary to fully relieve the repressive state [28].

The MBD1, MBD2 and MBD3 proteins have all been shown to have

HDAC dependent repression of gene expression, where MBD2 is part of the

MeCP1 complex and MBD3 is a part of the Mi-2/NuRD corepressor complex

[127][128][23][199]. MBD2 and especially MBD3, have been shown to be

crucial for normal development in mouse [64]. One very interesting observation

is that MDB2 and MBD3 form a complex with DNMT1 during DNA replication,

with strong affinity to hemimethylated DNA. This suggests that recruitment of

methyltransferases and HDACs play an important role in maintaining repressive

chromatin structures through cell divisions[168].  MBD4 stands out from the rest

of the MBDs, since it is not associated with repression of gene expression, but is

involved in complex with the DNA mismatch-repair protein MLH1 [17].

The question of whether DNA methylation is a cause or a consequence of

transcriptional inactivity still remains to be answered, but there is no doubt that

there is a strong correlation between DNA methylation, histone modifications

and chromatin structure in the regulation of genes. Taken together, DNA

methylation is a potent mechanism in the establishment of differential gene

expression and is likely to have a major role in the tissue specific expression of

genes. Importantly, the methylation pattern of DNA regions is stably  propagated

during cell divisions, since the newly replicated DNA is hemimethylated and the

methylated strand functions as a template for Dnmt1, which copies the

methylation pattern to the daughter strand. This methylation "check-point" during
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replication is also very important for the proof-reading by the replication

machinery, and it has been shown that the DNA replication machinery needs a

functional methyltransferase in order to properly synthesise DNA [92].

During early mammalian development there is a genome-wide

demethylation at the pre-implantation stage, which is followed by a wave of de

novo methylation of the genome during post-implantation development

[155][121]. The players underlying the establishment of methylation patterns are

quite well defined, while the factors behind the DNA demethylation remain

unknown. Passive loss of methylation during successive replications might be

one explanation. This, however, can not explain the rapid demethylation events

that take place during some developmental stages, e.g. during zygote formation,

suggesting the presence of factors having demethylase activity. So far, no such

factor has been found. These demethylation and remethylation events also occur

in the germline, where the DNA of primordial germ cells is actively

demethylated, followed by re-establishment of methylation in the egg and sperm

[80]. This resetting of genomic methylation status probably erases "old"

methylation patterns and re-establishes proper methylation patterns in the

developing embryo. These events have a great impact on the phenomenon of

genomic imprinting.

GENOMIC IMPRINTING
For normal development in mammals, both the maternal and paternal genome are

required, with an unequal contribution from the two genomes. This phenomenom

was first characterised after a series of experiments with embryos having two

maternal or two paternal genome copies [118][10][165]. This non-equal

expression of maternally and paternally derived genes is termed genomic

imprinting. The expression of imprinted genes depends on the parental origin of

the gene, resulting in either an active maternal allele and a silenced paternal

allele or vice-versa, depending on the imprinted state of the particular gene.

Since the initial discovery of the genomic imprinting phenomenon, about 50

imprinted mammalian genes have been characterised and more are predicted to

be found [8].

The evolution of imprinting is unclear and several theories have been

proposed. The most well established is the parent of conflict theory [122], which

briefly states that the parental genes would benefit if certain genes were to be
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transcribed based on its inheritance. To understand this, one needs to take into

account the parental investment in their offspring. Generally, this would mean

that an imprinted gene expressed from only the paternal allele would favour

growth of the offspring, since the father cannot supply nutrition to its offspring

during pregnancy and in many species, does not take part in the upbringing.

Also, due to promiscuity, the father cannot be certain that he is the father of all

the offspring. The mother on the other hand would strive to share the resources

equally among its offspring and as a consequence, leads to selection for

maternally expressed genes to inhibit growth.

Although the validity of this theory can be debated, some imprinted genes

seem to follow its predictions. The best examples are the paternally expressed

Igf2 gene and the maternally expressed Igf2r gene. Igf2 encodes a growth factor

(Igf-II) and Igf2r encodes a receptor, which binds Igf-II and transports it to

lysosomes for degradation, thereby inhibiting over-growth [41][103]. Many

knockout experiments of maternally expressed genes have shown to lead to

growth enhancement of the offspring, but there are also cases where the

phenotype does not match the predictions of the theory [69].

The mechanisms that establish the mono-allelic expression pattern of

imprinted genes are quite diverse and not fully understood, but a strong candidate

for resetting the parental identity of imprinted genes is DNA methylation. Most

currently known imprinted genes have differentially methylated regions (DMRs)

in their vicinity. These DMRs are thought of as harbouring the allele-specific

methylation marks which dictate the active and silenced allele. These imprinting

marks are laid down during germline development [175], e.g. during the

oogenesis for Igf2r gene [94] and during the spermatogenesis for the H19 gene

[39]. There is a problem, however, with having DNA methylation as the

imprinting mark, since the methylation mark must be protected from

demethylation during the pre-implantation stage of development. Conversely, the

non-methylated opposite allele must also be protected from the genome-wide

remethylation taking place during post-implantation development [121][155]

[80]. How this is managed is largely unknown, but most likely involves the

binding of factors which protect these regions from either demethylation or

remethylation.

There are several possibilities for how a monoallelic expression pattern may

be controlled. The DNA methylation may play a direct role, as might be the case

of the SNRPN gene, where the methylation of the maternal promoter region
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silences the maternal allele [68]. The appearance of oppositely imprinted

antisense transcripts is becoming a striking feature in the regulation of imprinted

genes, and the UBE3A, Igf2r and Nesp genes all have antisense RNAs in their

vicinity which may be involved in the regulatory mechanism of these genes

[152][191][189].

The regulation of imprinted genes becomes even more complicated if one

consider the fact that most imprinted genes are found in gene clusters [146], like

the three clusters of a total of 11 imprinted genes found on mouse chromosome 7

and the Gnas cluster on mouse chromosome 5 [138]. The imprinted genes found

in these clusters all have homologues in other species, including human and are

often clustered there as well. Since the genes are so tightly spaced, and their

clustering is evolutionary conserved in many cases, it is believed that some

imprinted genes share common regulatory elements, like enhancers, that direct

the expression pattern of the genes. A well-studied example of this is the

H19/Igf2 locus that will be further discussed in the next paragraph.

REGULATION OF THE H19/IGF2 LOCUS

Several imprinted genes are located at the distal end of chromosome 7 in mouse,

and the homologous region on chromosome 11 in human [29][105]. In mouse,

this region spans about 800 kb and harbours at least 6 imprinted genes. H19,

Mash2, Kvlqt1 and p57Kip2 are maternally expressed, whereas Igf2 and Ins2 are

paternally expressed. The Igf2 gene encodes a growth factor, whereas the H19

gene encodes a non-translated RNA of unclear function, and these two genes are

separated by 90 kb. The regulation of these genes has been most extensively

investigated in mouse, but similar mechanisms of regulation are proposed for

both mouse and human. The focus will therefore be on the mouse H19/Igf2 locus,

whereas the human IGF2 and H19 genes will be more discussed in the next

paragraph.

The monoallelic expression patterns of these two genes overlap during

development and their mRNA levels are down regulated after birth in mice

[104][139]. The regulation of these genes are tightly linked and several

experiments have shown that they share a common set of endodermal enhancers

located 3' of the H19 gene [195]. The deletion of these enhancer elements

resulted in the loss of both Igf2 and H19 expression on the inherited chromosome

that carried the deletion [109]. Furthermore, when inserting these enhancers

between the Igf2 gene and the H19 gene, the normally silent maternal Igf2 gene
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was activated [181]. Other enhancer elements, specific for mesodermal and

ectodermal tissue, have also been found in the 3' region of the H19 gene and

although not as thoroughly examined, they are believed to function in a similar

manner [3][70].  The silencing of the maternal Igf2 gene is not affected by the

deletion of the H19 gene [76][156] indicating that the expression of the H19 gene

body or its gene product are not important in maintaining the imprinted state of

the maternal Igf2 gene. The maternal Igf2 gene could be reactivated, however,

when a segment including the H19 gene and 10 kb of upstream sequence was

deleted [108]. A further fine mapping showed that a deletion of a 1.6 kb

differentially methylated region (DMR) upstream of the H19 gene was sufficient

to reactivate the maternal Igf2 gene [171]. This region is hypermethylated on the

paternal allele and hypomethylated on the maternal allele [9]. The deletion of this

region also resulted in an activation of the normally silent paternal H19 gene,

suggesting that this region is involved in regulating the mono-allelic expression

of the H19 gene. The unmethylated DMD has also been shown to have silencer

features, since it has efficiently inactivated reporter genes in transgenic

Drosophila assays [116].

The studies on this imprinting control region (ICR) have been intense over

the last few years and several new findings have been reported. The differential

methylation status of this region is of great interest, since it is widely

acknowledged to represent the imprinting mark of this region. Both male and

female primordial germ cells show methylation of the paternal allele, whereas the

maternal allele is unmethylated. In the maternal primordial germ cells the ICR is

demethylated and during paternal spermatogenesis the sperm DNA establishes its

mature methylation pattern, i.e. methylation of the ICR of both maternal and

paternal origin [39][177][40].

Other structural differences between the maternal and paternal alleles of the

ICR have also been reported. The paternal allele has been shown to be more

resistant to nucleases, potentially supporting the idea of a less accessible

chromatin structure in the vicinity of the paternal H19 promoter. Further analysis

has identified several maternal specific hypersensitive sites and the establishment

of a chromatin insulator at the ICR [60][89][Paper I]. In vitro experiments using

band-shift assays have shown that the maternal ICR binds the CTCF protein and

that this binding is methylation-sensitive [84][59][15][Paper II].

CTCF has been shown to be a key player in the establishment of vertebrate

insulators, such as the previously mentioned chicken β-globin insulator [186].
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CTCF is a highly conserved zinc-finger factor, found in Drosophila [90], fish

[90], frogs [27], birds [91] and mammals [48]. The recognition site of CTCF is

about 50 bp with very little homology between different target sites. The lack of

a conserved recognition site is attributed the differential utilisation of the 11 zinc-

fingers that constitutes its DNA and protein binding domain. This versatile

utilisation are shown by the diversity of recognition sequences, e.g. the MYC

promoter [113], the  human APP promoter [188], the HS4 in the chicken β-

globin locus [16] and others [132]. The biological significance of CTCF is very

diverse. It is expressed in all somatic tissues and the inhibition of CTCF

expression will lead to cell death and embryonic lethality in mouse [90]. It has

been shown to be important in regulating cell proliferation [142] and mutations

in the zinc-finger region of CTCF have effects on the regulation of several genes

involved in cell-proliferation during neoplasia [90]. The repressive features of

CTCF have in some instances been attributed the fact that CTCF can bind SIN3A

and thereby attract histone deacetylases (HDACs) [115].

Recently, a gene showing high homology to CTCF was discovered and

termed BORIS (Brother of Regulator of Imprinted Sites) and was shown to be

normally expressed in the only tissue lacking CTCF expression, namely in testis

[114]. The ability to bind the same target sites and the non-overlapping

expression patterns of CTCF and BORIS suggests that these genes might be

involved in setting-up epigenetic states during male germline development [90].

Coming back to the involvement of CTCF in the regulation of the H19/Igf2

locus, it has recently been shown that CTCF plays an important role in

maintaining the unmethylated state of the maternal H19 ICR, since mutations of

Figure 4. Regulation of the Igf2/H19 locus.
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CTCF target sites induce methylation [157][135]. Several CTCF target sites can

be found in this imprinted region, and CTCF has also been suggested for setting

up the 3´ boundary of this imprinted region [71].

Taken together, all these findings point towards a more delicate regulation

of the imprinting status of the Igf2/H19 locus than previously believed, with the

establishment of an insulator complex upstream of the maternal H19 gene

blocking the access of the 3' enhancer elements to the maternal Igf2 promoter.

The methylation of the paternal ICR plays a dual role. It is responsible for the

silencing of the paternal H19 gene [44], possibly via the recruitment of HDACs

mediated by MeCP2 [45], and has a direct effect on CTCF binding, where it

inhibits the formation of the insulator complex, thereby allowing the enhancers

free access to the paternal Igf2 promoter  (Figure 4).

GENOMIC IMPRINTING AND DISEASE

One of the consequences of having only one active allele is the increased

sensitivity to alterations of expression patterns, and the disruption of proper

imprinting has been shown to have severe consequences for normal development.

Developmental disorders in humans, such as Angelman syndrome, Prader-Willi

syndrome (PWS) [58] and Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) [145] have

all been linked to chromosomal regions that harbours imprinted genes. Both

Angelman syndrome and PWS are caused by chromosomal disturbances, such as

uniparental disomy (UPD) and loss of heterozygosity (LOH), or mutations,

affecting the expression patterns of especially the imprinted UBE3A and SNRPN

genes [129].

BWS is caused by chromosomal rearrangements and epigenetic changes in

a region on chromosome 11 harbouring ten imprinted genes, and has been

specifically linked to the IGF2 and H19 genes, as well as the KCNQ1gene and its

anti-sense transcript LIT1 [105][159][106]. Strikingly, in resemblance to the

IGF2/H19 locus, the expression of the KCNQ1 is also regulated via an imprinting

control region, the KCNQ1 ICR, that can, in a methylation sensitive manner,

function as both a silencer and an insulator [82][170]. BWS is characterised by

several different developmental abnormalities, such as macroglossia and

placental- and embryonic overgrowth. These overgrowth features can to some

extent be explained by the commonly observed over-expression of IGF2

[182][123]. This over-expression of IGF2 has been attributed to several different

mechanisms including paternal UPD, trisomy and LOI. It should be clarified that
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LOI is considered to be an epigenetic event, whereas trisomy, LOH and UPD are

genetic events. Commonly, however, is that all these events in BWS lead to the

expression of two IGF2 alleles, as compared to the normal monoallelic

expression.

Another feature of BWS is that patients have been shown to have a

predisposition for cancers, especially the childhood kidney cancer Wilms´

tumour [131]. This predisposition has been strongly correlated with over-

expression of IGF2, since the occurrence of biallelic expression of IGF2 has

been shown to initiate tumour formation in mouse [31]. Furthermore, it has been

shown that biallelic expression of IGF2 can be found in many sporadic cancers,

such as hepatoblastoma [140], rhadbomyosarcoma [198], lung adenocarcinoma

[93] and colorectal cancer [36][125]. Since the monoallelic expression patterns of

imprinted genes strongly depend on differentially methylated regions, the

disturbance of methylation patterns could be one explanation why LOI is

commonly observed in tumours. Concurrent with this is the observation that a

global DNA methylation change occurs during tumour development, in which

the bulk of the genome becomes hypomethylated, while some specific regions,

mostly CpG islands, acquire extensive methylation [12]. These epigenetic events

have several consequences for gene expression, and are likely to result in both

repression and activation of genes in an uncontrolled manner [11]. How this

epigentic rearrangement of the genome occurs is largely unknown, but over-

expression of DNMTs are seen in several cancer forms, and have been shown to

transform cell-lines and cause aberrant de novo methylation patterns

[192][150][185][190]. It has also been shown that these methylation disturbances

can take place before the onset of tumourogenesis [2][35], suggesting that

methylation changes in some instances precede the disease.

The most conceivable explanation of LOI of IGF2 during tumourogenesis

would involve the gain of methylation on the maternal ICR, leading to inhibition

of CTCF binding, followed by a loss insulator function and activation of the

maternal IGF2 gene. This has been supported in several studies analysing the

methylation status of the ICR in Wilms´ tumour [161][124][52] and has also

been shown in colon cancer [125] and osteosarcoma [178]. This mechanism is

further supported by the fact that the ICR very rapidly acquire de novo

methylation in cultured cancer-cells [83]. Althought another possible mechanism

for loss of insulator function might involve mutations in the CTCF gene [37][49],
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these studies strongly suggest that the most common cause for LOI of IGF2 in

cancer is hypermethylation of the ICR.

Surprisingly, a resent report has shown that LOI of IGF2 can occur in

association with hypomethylation of the ICR in colorectal cancer [38]. The

mechanisms involved in the activation of maternal IGF2 in these cells is yet

unknown, but might be coupled to a  differentially methylated region in the IGF2

promoter region which was shown to be hypomethylated in these cancers. This

data suggests that there might be alternative mechanisms for LOI, and that the

activation of the maternal IGF2 in some forms of cancer is uncoupled from the

ICR. The occurrence of hypomethylation at the ICR has also been shown in

bladder cancer [166], and although the imprinting status of IGF2 was not

analysed in that study, it shows that the epigenetic status of the ICR fluctuates

and varies between different forms of cancer.

Taken together, the abnormal regulation of gene expressions during

neoplasia are likely to involves several epigenetic alterations, in which DNA

methylation has been shown to play a crucial role. Whether the aberrant

methylation seen during cancer is a cause or consequence of the disease may be

debated, but as has been previously discussed, DNA methylation, have a great

impact on several other epigenetic modifications, such as chromatin remodelling.

Most imprinted genes depend on methylation as a imprinting mark, dictating

which allele to be active and which to be silenced. It should be pointed out that it

is not the methylation per se, but rather the methylation status, that dictates the

monoallelic expression of imprinted genes. Therefore both aberrant hyper- and

hypomethylation have severe consequences if it is targeted at an imprinted loci,

and, as in the case of the IGF2/H19 region, can lead to the over-expression of

genes that may be directly involved in the tumourogenesis. The LOI during

cancer in the IGF2/H19 region is still not fully understood, and even if

methylation has been shown to play an important part, several different

mechanisms are likely to be involved and needs to be further investigated.
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AIMS OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

he papers included in this thesis present an investigation of the mouse and

human H19 upstream region, the ICR. To further understand the regulation

of the Igf2/H19 locus and the imprinting phenomenon, the analysis has focused

on both the structural properties of the ICR and its functional characteristics, as

well as an analysis of this regulation during human neoplasia, in which the

expression of these genes in many instances has been shown to be disrupted. The

specific aims of the investigations are outlined below.

♦ Is there a differential chromatin structure between the maternal and paternal

ICRs?

♦ What is the mechanism underlying the function of the ICR?

♦ Is the function of the ICR sensitive to epigenetic modifications?

♦ What is the role of the ICR in the loss of imprinting of IGF2 in neoplasia?

T
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

uring the course of these and other investigations concerning the upstream

region of the mouse and human H19 gene, it has variously been referred to

as the ICR (Imprinting Control Region), the DMR (Differentially Methylated

Region) or the DMD (Differentially Methylated Domain). It should be made

clear to all readers that these names and abbreviations all refer to the same

region.

PAPER I
Since previous experiments have indicated that the H19 5' DMD is involved in

the repression of the maternal Igf2 and the paternal H19 alleles, a further analysis

of this region was of obvious interest. By the use of intraspecific mouse crosses

(Mus musculus musculus and Mus musculus domesticus) and using a

polymorphic BbsI site in the DMD that was only present on the M.m. musculus

allele, the maternal and the paternal DMD could be distinguished. After digesting

micrococal nuclease (MNase)-treated DNA with BclI, BbsI and AflIII, the two

alleles could be separated. Using indirect end labelling, it was shown that the

maternal DMD harboured several hypersensitive sites that were not present on

the paternal allele. These hypersensitive sites were present on the maternal allele

in both expressing (liver) and non-expressing tissue (brain). Using the same

technique, it was shown that the nucleosomes in this region are positioned and

that this was not dependent on parental inheritance. The positions of the maternal

specific hypersensitive sites were extensively fine mapped using several probes

located at different distances from the hypersensitive sites. This analysis

indicated two regions of strong hypersensitivity (NHSS I and NHSS II) and a

weaker hypersensitive region (NHSS III). This fine mapping also showed that

these hypersensitive sites were located within linker regions between positioned

nucleosomes within the DMD.

In order to analyse whether the hypersensitive sites and the nucleosome

positioning occurred by default, a cell culture based assay system was developed.

A 6.5 kb H19 minigene, which included 3.5 kb of the 5' flanking region and 0.8

kb of the 3' region, was inserted in an episomal (pRep4) vector (hereby referred

to as pRepH19, Figure 5) and transfected into Hep3B cells (human hepatocellular

carcinoma cell-line). After 3 months of propagation, the cells were harvested and

the pRepH19 construct was examined for nuclease hypersensitivity and

D
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nucleosome positioning. By the use of indirect end labelling, the DMD of the

construct was shown to have both of the hypersensitive sites, as well as

nucleosome positioning. The position of these hypersensitive sites and the

nucleosome-positioning pattern on the episomal construct were identical to the

endogenous maternal allele. These data could also be obtained in JEG-3 cells

(human choriocarcinoma cell-line) after only 7 days of propagation.

The functionality of the maternal DMD can be addressed, under defined

conditions, with the use of the episomal based assay system. In order to achieve

this, several episomal constructs carrying the H19 minigene were made (Figure

5). The first study aimed to examine the potential silencing activity of the DMD

on the H19 gene. To analyse this, the DMD from the pRepH19 construct was

deleted (pRepH19H), and the H19 expression was compared between these two

constructs. The constructs were transfected into Hep 3B cells, which were then

Figure 5. Schematic map of the pRepH19 constructs.
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selected for stable episomal uptake and propagated for 3 months. RNase

protection assays showed no difference in H19 expression between the

constructs. To further analyse this, an enhancer (SV40) was inserted downstream

of the minigene (pRepH19G and pRepH19A) in order to exclude the possibility

that the DMD acts as a silencer in a position-dependent manner. This analysis

showed no silencing activity of the DMD, since even in its presence, the SV40

enhancer up-regulated the H19 expression more than 200 fold when transfected

into JEG-3 cells for 7 days.

The chromatin structure of the maternal DMD had several similarities to the

features that characterise a chromatin insulator [32] and led to further

investigation of this matter. Originating from the pRepH19A construct, a new

construct was made, carrying a second DMD placed 3' of the H19 minigene, but

upstream of the SV40 enhancer (pRepH19B). The H19 gene was now flanked

with a DMD on each side. If the DMD has an insulator function, it would inhibit

interaction of the SV40 enhancer with the H19 promoter when positioned in-

between them. The construct was transfected into JEG-3 cells and analysed by

RNase protection assays after 7 days. The assay showed a significant decrease of

the H19 expression when the DMD was positioned in-between the H19 promoter

and the SV40 enhancer. To verify that the down regulation was caused by the

DMD, a neutral DNA fragment was inserted in-between the promoter and the

enhancer (pRepH19D). When assayed, this construct showed a normal, high

level of H19 expression. The possibility that the second 3' DMD would decrease

the effect of the SV40 enhancer by position effects was ruled out, since the DMD

had no significant effect on the H19 expression when inserted downstream of the

SV40 enhancer (pRepH19E). As a final experiment, the directionality of the

insulator function was analysed by reversing the orientation of the 3' DMD

(pRepH19C) while maintaining its position between the H19 promoter and the

SV40 enhancer. In this reversed position the DMD did not inhibit the SV40

enhancer from activating the H19 promoter, indicating that it functions as an

insulator in a unidirectional manner.

The different features of the DMD, maternal specific hypersensitive sites,

nucleosome positioning and an insulator function, strongly suggest that this

region plays a key role in the establishment of the imprinted state of the H19 and

Igf2 genes. The hypersensitive sites found in this study have also been presented

by others [60][89]. However, the finding of nucleosomes positioned in this

region contradicts previous conclusions that the DMD is nucleosome-free,
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structured by non-histone proteins [60]. The role of the positioned nucleosomes

is still not fully understood, but a recent finding shows that the linker regions are

crucial target sites for factors that establish the insulator [85]. In order for proper

insulator formation on the maternal allele these binding sites need to be

nucleosome free. This is further supported by the fact that the hypersensitive sites

map to these linker regions. Sequence analysis of these regions also shows that

the three hypersensitive linker regions harbour the only recognisable sequence

similarity between the 5' flank of mouse H19 and human H19: a 21 bp repeat

[160]. The insulator feature of the DMD correlates well with other known

insulators, such as the gypsy and chicken β-globin insulators. As previously

described, it has been shown that these 21 bp repeats bind the transcription factor

CTCF and that this binding is dependent on a non-methylated substrate

[84][59][15].

A possible role for the insulator could be to block the communication

between the H19 enhancers and the upstream Igf2 gene on the maternal allele,

thereby silence the maternal Igf2 gene. This assumption also requires that the

insulator function is absent on the methylated paternal DMD, and predicts the

possibility of an epigenetic regulatory mechanism in which the methylation

status of the DMD controls the establishment of the insulator.

PAPER II
The previous experiments [Paper I] indicated that there might be an epigenetic

regulation of the H19 insulator.  Since the paternal H19 ICR is methylated, the

role and effect of methylation on the establishment of the insulator were

investigated. The maternal-specific configuration of the H19 5' flank has

previously been recapitulated in episomal constructs and using the same

methods, the paternal environment was examined. In order to analyse the effect

of a methylated ICR, a methylated and mock-methylated ICR were each inserted

between the H19 gene and the SV40 enhancer in the pRepH19A construct (see

Figure 5 and Figure 6). The difficulties of creating a plasmid construct carrying a

methylated fragment, especially the ligation of an in vitro methylated fragment

into a non-methylated episome, was solved by transfection of the purified

ligation mix into Hep 3B cells, followed by the selection of single cell clones.

The episomes present in those clones were analysed for the correct insert by

Southern blotting, followed by indirect end labelling. The genotyping showed

two types of clones, one having the correct construct, the other having two
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different episomes (self-ligated vector and vector carrying insert). Clones with

the correct genotype from both the mock-methylated and the methylated group

were selected and analysed further. In order to study the effects of methylation

on the insulator function, the methylation status of the selected clones was

verified. Using specific restriction sites, the 5' ICR and the 3' ICR could be

separated and analysed by Southern blotting and indirect end labelling. Digestion

with methylation sensitive Hha I showed that the methylation status of each

clone was intact. Further analysis of the methylation status of the vector sequence

showed that neither spreading of methylation from the methylated ICR to the

neighbouring DNA, nor de novo methylation had occurred.

Previous data have shown that the ICR has specific hypersensitive sites on

the unmethylated maternal ICR corresponding to CTCF binding sites. Earlier

experiments have also verified that this binding is methylation-dependent in

vitro, showing that no CTCF binding will occur when the ICR is methylated

[84][59][15]. In order to study this phenomenon in vivo, nuclei from both mock-

methylated and methylated clones were prepared and subjected to MNase and

DNaseI treatment. The mock methylated clone showed the expected

hypersensitive sites previously described [89][Paper I]. The methylated

constructs did not have any detectable hypersensitive sites, indicating that the

protein-DNA interaction found on the unmethylated ICR is lost when the ICR is

methylated.

In order to investigate the expression of the H19 gene in the methylated and

mock-methylated clones, RNA was prepared and analysed by RNase protection

assays. The assays clearly showed that the expression of the H19 gene was

reduced to basal levels when the mock-methylated construct was analysed. This

finding was equivalent to the assays done previously in JEG-3 cells [Paper I].

Figure 6. Schematic map of mock-methylated and methylated pRep constructs.
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The methylated constructs, however, showed an activation comparable to the

effect seen when the insulator is not present.

These studies formally documented that the insulator function is

methylation-sensitive and that the hypersensitive sites found on the ICR are

disrupted by methylation. The disruption of the hypersensitive sites indicates that

the factor(s) establishing the insulator complex is methylation sensitive and

provides further evidence that CTCF is likely to be the factor responsible for the

establishment of the insulator. Taken together, these findings suggest that the

imprinting state of the H19 and Igf2 genes is epigenetically regulated and

controlled by the formation/lack of formation of the insulator. These findings

also give a hint to the mechanisms involved in the biallelic expression of the Igf2

gene in connection with biallelic methylation of the ICR found in several human

cancer forms [47][141], since the human ICR also can function as an insulator

[59]. The results also show a possibility for epigenetic regulation of insulators at

the genome-wide level, since CTCF is an abundant factor and is involved in the

establishment of other vertebrate insulators [16].

PAPER III
The findings that the ICR has no insulator function when methylated and a

functional insulator activity when unmethylated [Paper I and II] led us to further

investigate the specific characteristics of the H19 ICR. The paternal methylated

copy of the ICR is presumed to be associated with repressive factors, such as

MeCP2, to establish a compressed chromatin conformation inactivating the

paternal H19 promoter [45]. The striking paradox to this is that the unmethylated

ICR also has been shown to have silencing activity, since it has efficiently

inactivated reporter genes in transgenic Drosophila assays [116]. Given these

conflicting results, the unmethylated ICR might have silencing activity under

some circumstances.

We investigated the same 1.2 kb ICR fragment as in previous studies [Paper

I and II], since it covers a major portion of the ICR and has a strong insulator

activity. The ICR was inserted into CAT (Chloramphenicol acetyl transferase)

reporter vectors driven by the PDGF-B (Platelet-derived growth factor B)

promoter followed by transient transfections into JEG-3. The transfections

showed that proximal positioning of the ICR reduced the basal activity of the

PDGF-B promoter 5-fold in an orientation independent manner. When inserting

the 2.0 kb natural spacer element in-between the ICR and the promoter the
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repression was lost. These results were also verified using the H19 promoter in

the same context. The repression was again present when the ICR-spacer element

was inserted in a negative orientation, placing the ICR in close vicinity to the

promoter, suggesting that the repressive features of the ICR are position-

dependent.

Since histone deacetylation is frequently associated with gene silencing we

wanted to investigate if TSA treatment would have an effect on the level of ICR

repression. TSA treatment of transfected cells enhanced the basal level of the

PDGF-B promoter 10-fold, but showed very low effect on the PDGF-B promoter

activity when the ICR was located in close proximity. In order to investigate if

these results were dependent on the histone acetylation status at the PDGF-B

promoter, constructs with and without spacer were co-transfected and treated

with TSA followed by ChIP (chromatin immunopurification) assays using anti-

bodies against acetylated histones H3 and H4. The acetylation status was

determined using a multiplex PCR strategy, able to distinguish between the

PDGF-B promoter region in constructs with or without the spacer. The assay

showed that the construct having the spacer was preferentially pulled down,

suggesting that the proximity of the ICR dictates the histone acetylation status of

the promoter region.

To further analyse the distance dependent features of the ICR, several

deletion constructs were created, sequentially shortening the length of the spacer

from 1926 bp to 856 bp. We found that if the ICR was placed closer than 1456

bp from the promoter the repressive features of the ICR was initiated, and

suggests that the ICR repress cis-regulatory element in a distance-dependent

manner.

As a final experiment we examined the potential involvement of the CTCF

target sites in the ICR using several plasmid constructs having three different

regions of the ICR inserted upstream of the PDGF-B promoter. When analysed,

all constructs having CTCF target sites repressed the promoter activity. However,

the region 5´of the CTCF target sites as well as an ICR with mutated CTCF

targets sites were also able to repress the PDGF-B promoter. These findings

suggest that the ICR harbours minimally three different cis-elements organising a

distance-dependent silencer.

Taken together, these studies showed that the ICR can, under special

circumstances, function as a silencer. This silencing mechanism is distance-

dependent since the repression was relieved using a spacer sequence of about 1.5
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kb. This is also supported by the fact that the unmethylated maternal H19 ICR

does not repress the maternal H19 gene. This "escape" from repression of the

maternal H19 gene is most likely due to the natural spacer of about 2 kb between

the ICR and the H19 gene. The length of the natural spacer, 2 kb, is also one of

the few conserved features between human and mouse, suggesting that the ICR

and the H19 promoter must be separated via an obligatory spacer to avoid effects

on the promoter activity. The establishment of this silencer function is probably

dependent of multiple cis-elements in the ICR, creating a repressive chromatin

conformation which sterically inhibits factors from accessing the promoter region

(Figure 7).  Finally, since the distance-dependent silencing activity of the ICR is

a side effect, we strongly suggest that the distance between cis-elements must be

taken into consideration in order to properly interpret experimental insulator or

silencer data.

Figure 7. Distance-dependent silencing by the H19 ICR. Sterical hindrance of promoter
access by the insulator complex.
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PAPER IV
In the previous papers we have focused on the mouse ICR and its specific

features. Several of the features common between mouse and human are not in

the H19 gene body but in regions outside the gene itself. Two of these features

involve the ICR. First, the distance between the ICR and the H19 promoter is

conserved and about 2 kb, and secondly the 21 bp repeats that can be found in

both the human and the mouse ICR [160][51]. Even though the number of

repeats differ, four in mouse and seven in human, they all correspond to CTCF

target-sites. Since the chromatin structure and CTCF binding have been analysed

in mouse by us and others [60][89][84][59][15][Paper I][Paper II], we wanted to

analyse the utilisation of CTCF target-sites in the human ICR. We also wanted to

correlate this utilisation with loss of imprinting (LOI) of IGF2 in different

tumour samples, since biallelic expression of IGF2 is a common feature in

several cancer forms [141].

Using a similar approach as described in Paper I, we examined the

chromatin conformation of the human ICR (Repeat 1, Figure 8) in several tumour

samples, such as Wilms´ tumours, colon cancer, teratoma and neuroblastoma,

and the two cancer cell-lines Hep 3B and JEG-3. We found that the utilisation of

the four potential CTCF target sites in this repeat was quite diverse and that three

sites was predominately occupied (numbers 4, 6 and 7, Figure 9). Two tumours,

the teratoma and the neroblastoma, as well as the JEG-3 cell-line completely

lacked hypersensitivity at the CTCF target-sites, and the colon cancer and Hep

3B cell-line showed only hypersensitivity at the fourth CTCF target-site. Next we

analysed the imprinting status of IGF2, and found proper imprinting (monoallelic

Figure 8. Schematic map of the human ICR
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expression) in three Wilms´ tumours. The teratoma, colon cancer and

neuroblastoma specimens, as well as Hep 3B and JEG-3 cells, were expressing

IGF2 biallelically. The finding that the teratoma, the neuroblastoma and the JEG-

3 cell-line showed LOI was not surprising since all these lacked hypersensitive

sites, indicating a loss of insulator function on the maternal ICR. More surprising

was the fact that the colon cancer and the Hep 3B cell-line showed LOI despite

the appearance of hypersensitivity at the ICR.

In order to correlate the chromatin data and imprinting status with the

methylation status of the ICR, we performed a methylation sensitive restriction

analysis of the region. This showed that the methylation status of the ICR was

quite diverse in the different tumour samples and that there was little correlation

between LOI and hypermethylation of the ICR, previously described as a

common phenomenon in association with LOI of IGF2 [144]. Two of the Wilms´

tumours (W06 and W07) showed, indirectly, a biallelic methylation of ICR

despite proper imprinted expression, whereas for example the biallelicaly IGF2

expressing terratoma, showed hypomethylation at the ICR.

Figure 9. Schematic representation of CTCF target site utilisation and imprinting
status of the IGF2 gene.
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The fact that both the colon cancer and the Hep 3B cell-line showed LOI

and hypersensitivity led us to investigate this matter further. In order to analyse

the insulator function in vivo in cancer cells, we used an episomal insulator

assays exploiting a GFP reporter gene driven by the P3 promoter of IGF2. Four

different episomal constructs were analysed (Figure 10). In JEG-3 the construct

having the ICR (pB-GFP) showed low levels of GFP expression similar to the

levels of expression in the basal construct which lacks the SV40 enhancer (pO-

GFP). The same was the case for the construct having the globin FII insulator

(pC-GFT). These data indicate an active insulator function in JEG-3. Repeating

the same experiment in Hep 3B gave the opposite result with the ICR containing

construct, showing high GFP expression, similar to the levels of expression as

the SV40-enhanced GFP construct (pA-GFP). The globin FII insulator construct,

however, still maintained insulator function in Hep 3B. These data suggest that

the insulator function of ICR can be specifically bypassed under some

circumstances. This novel finding was further supported, when the chromatin

conformation of the episomal ICR was found to be identical in both cell-lines,

showing hypersensitive CTCF-target sites.

Figure 10. Schematic map of GFP constructs used in the insulator assays.
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In this study we have shown that the utilisation of CTCF-target sites on the

human ICR is quite diverse and differs between different tumours and cancer

cell-lines. When analysing these tumours further we found several different

features in connection to LOI of IGF2. The neuroblastoma and JEG-3 cell-line

followed the current model for LOI of IGF2, in which hypermethylation of the

ICR inhibits insulator formation on the maternal ICR, with biallelic expression of

IGF2 as a result. Other tumours did not convincingly fall into this model, such as

the colon cancer and the Hep 3B cell-line which showed both hypersensitivity at

the ICR and LOI of IGF2, and in the case of Hep 3B a high degree of

methylation at the ICR. It has previously been shown that the sixth CTCF target

site determines the proper imprinting of IGF2 in bladder cancer [166] and this

finding was in part supported in our data since both the colon cancer and the Hep

3B cell-line lacked hypersensitivity at the sixth site. The finding that

hypermethylation of the ICR does not always correlate with LOI of IGF2 led us

to investigate the insulator function in an episomal assay. These assays showed

that LOI in some cancer forms do not depend on loss of insulator function, but

might involve the activation of the maternal IGF2 promoter via tumour specific

factors. Which factor or factors are responsible for this mechanism remains to be

investigated. These findings suggests that the LOI of IGF2 in neoplasia involves

several different mechanisms, in which loss of insulator function at the H19 ICR

is only one explanation, and that the onset of IGF2 expression on the maternal

allele in some instances is uncoupled from regulation via the ICR.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

ne of the most fascinating achievements in science during the last decade

was the sequencing of the human genome [183][102]. This, however, only

provided us with the code of the DNA and includes very little information about

the regulation of gene expression and the epigenetic status of the DNA in vivo.

One of the most striking findings, however, was that the human genome only

harbours about 30 000 genes, a number far less than previously expected. This

finding clearly shows that only a small portion of the genome is in fact occupied

by genes, leaving space for several "non-gene" elements, such as enhancers,

silencers and repetitive sequences, which need to be further characterised in

order to fully understand the regulation of these genes.

In this thesis I have tried to point to the importance and complexity of the

wide variety of the mechanisms in the regulation of gene expression. Several of

these mechanisms have an effect on chromatin structure, and new factors

regulating and establishing differential chromatin conformations are discovered

every year. The discovery of boundaries and insulator elements has increased the

understanding of chromatin domains and the localisation of chromosomal regions

in the nucleus. The involvement of epigenetic modifications most likely

represents a key mechanism in order to properly initiate and maintain expression

domains via chromatin conformations. DNA methylation is the most analysed

epigenetic modification and is thought to underlie a variety of regulatory steps.

Apart from being the likely candidate for setting up the imprinting mark of

imprinted genes during gametogenesis, methylation also regulates the binding of

regulatory factors. This may have a great impact on the function of cis-regulatory

elements, such as enhancers and insulators, if the factors binding to these regions

are methylation sensitive.

Even if this study has focused on the regulation of gene expression in a

specific region, these findings clearly show the complexity of gene regulation via

the differential utilisation of regulatory mechanisms, and show that the regulation

of any given gene is multifaceted and depends on several genetic and epigenetic

mechanisms.

O
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